
Beat: Politics

`ERIC COQUEREL & BORIS VALLAUD FORMER LEFT MP UNVEIL THEIR
ECONOMIC PLAN 
AT MEDEF HEARINGS, 20 JUNE24

Paris, Washington DC, 22.06.2024, 22:10 Time

USPA NEWS - The MEDEF, (Movement of Businesses of France), union of Employers of France, chaired by Patrick Martin organized
an audience, today June 20, all morning (8 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.), to the candidates of the main parties of the Express election of the
legislative elections of June 30 and July 7. It is a direct consequence and “one man’s decision” according to the words of current
Minister of Economy and Finance Bruno Lemaire proposed by the President of the Republic Emmanuel Macron, dissolving the
National Assembly on June 9. Since then, a political-economic cataclysm has swept through France. The debate was conducted by
the iconic business journalist, Hedwige Chevrillon, one of the best interviewers specializing in economics and finance topics, airing on
the BFM Business TV channel. She led the debates under great intellectual integrity, facing the political party candidates, who are Eric
Coquerel former MP, (Far Left, LFI, rebellious France) and Boris Vallaud former MP (Socialist) as they unfolded their economic plan, if
they win the legislative elections (Polls place New Popular Front at 28%)

ERIC COQUEREL & BORIS VALLAUD UNVEIL THEIR ECONOMIC PROGRAM
Eric Coquerel, former MP, from LFI (Rebellious France) and now running to and his seat back, under the banner of New Popular
Front, also Boris Vallaud presents their economic plan for the elections of June 30/July 7. any interest in wages increasing,” judge Eric
Coquerel “I believe that the vast majority of business leaders in this country have every interest in wages increasing,” said Eric
Coquerel before MEDEF, recalling that average real wages have fallen by 2.5% since 2017.

“It’s a policy that boosts demand, allowing the company to have a larger order book,” he explains, concluding that “the vast majority of
companies want to increase salaries” while admitting that “for many companies it will be a shock”.
“According to France Strategie in 2019, (there was) 223 billion euros in aid or exemption to companies almost without conditions”, he
adds, proposing to “redirect them differently”. And to detail: “We will prioritize; in state aid, companies which create jobs, which
increase wages, in the form of a fund, a zero-rate credit”…/

Article online:
https://www.uspa24.com/bericht-24653/eric-coquerel-und-boris-vallaud-former-left-mp-unveil-their-economic-plan.html
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